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 Autumn term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2 

Year 3 I/he/she speak English 
and a little bit French/ 
how are you? Well/very 
well not well at 
all/ordering a hot 
chocolate/count to 
10/have a good holiday 
 

Magic French word/ 
presenting my 
friend/numbers to 
15/head shoulders knees 
toes and Simon 
says/Happy Christmas 

Happy new year 
traditions/numbers to 
20/likes and dislikes/ 
getting-up and getting 
ready/travelling to Paris 
with Barnabé bear 

5 senses/the Eiffel 
Tower/3 colours and 3 
flags/10 action verbs and 
boogy/numbers to 
29/potato and banana 
song 

8 more colours/ I have a 
red T-shirt/colours and 
nouns together/4 
traditional French 
songs/left, right, forward 
and backwards/  

Definite and indefinite 
articles /masculine, 
feminine and 
plural/brothers and 
sisters/Days of the 
week/the weather is nice 
or not 

Year 4 Regularly revisiting Y3 
topics throughout the 
year/ I am and I am not 
British/French /or 
else/My school/teacher is 
called/My head, hand, 
foot is hurting or not/I am 
hot, cold, hungry, thirsty, 
scared or not and the 
leader’s game 

Numbers to 49/I am 
going on holiday by car, 
train, plane or boat or 
not/I am tired, happy, 
cross, ill or not/I am 
walking home with my 
friends/I am going to a 
club/ Christmas time 

Happy new year/My 
favourite day is…why? / 
numbers to 59/what time 
is it? It is home 
time/music time/animal 
rap/I am going to fetch my 
friend story/What clothes 
are you wearing today? 

Listen and watch 
carefully/May I have this 
(one) please? How much 
is it? Action food songs/ I 
am going to eat a big 
sandwich/I like bread and 
warm croissants/I have a 
red T-shirt …or not. 

Rainbow colour song/I 
am going on holiday to 
the seaside, the 
mountains or the 
countryside ...or not/In 
the jungle, the lion is 
going hunting/ food 
shopping practice and 
likes and dislikes using 
definite articles. 

The 12 months of the 
year and my favourite 
months is …and why/I like 
or I do + different sports 
/my favourite sport is /I 
would like to do + sport/ 
4 seasons and my 
favourite season is/Mr 
Arc-en-ciel 

Year 5 Regularly revisiting Y3Y4 
topics throughout the 
year/ Setting up your own 
individual French book 
where we will reinforce 
previous knowledge/ 
Where did you go on 
holiday? 

I can say where I live in 
Great-Britain, which 
nationality I am and what 
I am not. English, Welsh, 
Scottish, Irish or else / 
French book work 
/armistice day /Christmas 
time 

Happy new year/ I can ask 
somebody’s age and 
answer for mine/ I am 
going to the doctor’s and 
say what is wrong with 
me/ French book work 

Many ways to extend 
your hellos and good 
wishes/ Valentine’s 
tradition/ number to 79 / 
you in French, tu and 
vous/ French book work 
 

Numbers to 1 000 and 
more/ Excuse-me/ Do 
you speak English? Can 
you help me? I don’t 
understand / Can you 
speak more slowly? Can 
you repeat? / French 
book work 

Practice high numbers / 
In my classroom there is… 
classroom vocabulary and 
teaching subjects / 
French book work 

Year 6 Regularly revisiting 
Y3Y4Y5 topics throughout 
the year/Telling the 
time/Use I, you, he and 
she + verbs from the 1st 
group / French book work 

Learn about harvesting 
grapes in France and the 
process of wine making / 
Ordering different types 
of waters / French book 
work/ Chritmas time 

Happy new year / I would 
like + actions / I would like 
+ food / For my breakfast I 
would like /  
I would like this one and I 
don’t like that / / French 
book work 

Learn more about talking 
about the weather / the 
French alphabet, learn 
and practice / / French 
book work 

Visit Paris and learn 
about the Eiffel Tower, 
the Louvres museum, la 
Défense arch, the 
Obelisk, the Seine, the 
Arc de Triomphe, the 
Sacré Coeur and the 
Cathédrale de Paris / / 
French book work 

Who is this? Learn how to 
play guess who / different 
shops and places in town  
/ French book work 
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